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Abstract:

Static spin polarization of Fe moments in a spin glass AuFe, determined

by zero-field ySR, is compared to an ac-susceptibi1ity measurement

below the.cusp temperature T , and a rather uniform amplitude of the

static polarization is pointed out for frozen spins. Completely random

orientation of frozen spins is revealed by neutron scattering in a dilute

1%'DuMn, and an importance of comparing results of these different methods

is demonstrated.



Since 1979 at TRIUMF, we have made a series of y SR studies in. dilute-

alloy spin glasses AuFe and £uMn [1-5]. The first zero-field experiment [1,2]

revealed a rapid slowing down of spin fluctuations above T , while a coexisting

effect of static and fluctuating random local fields was found below T in

longitudinal-field measurement [3,*»], suggesting an onset of static polarization

of Fe (or Mn) moment below T .

By assuming Fe (or Mn) spin S to fluctuate with an auto-correlation function

< S(O)S(t) > / < S(0)2 > = (1 - QEA)exp(-vt) + Q E A (i)

and by using a treatment similar to ref. 2, ! have derived [5] an analytic form of

zero-field muon spin relaxation function G (t) as

G (t) = y exp (-Aa,2t/v ) +1(1 - s . . } exp(_//, a
2
t / v + a

 2
t
2 )
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where a and a, respectively represent the*amplitude of static and dynamic randoms a

local fields felt by JJ+. In the limit a ^ 0, this function exhibits a "root-
s

/
""" o en

_., _ ___, , ...... ha t/v ) , similar to G^ (t) in ref. 2 for v/a » 1 ,
while a characteristic static line shape G (t) = 1 / 3 + 2/3(i-a t)exp(-a t) is

z o o

reproduced in the static limit a * a .

Compared to the previous fitting with no separation of static effect [1],

the present model function eq.2 gives better fit to zero-field pSR data observed

below T In AuFe [6], and also to a recent precise measurement in JCuMn [7] using

surface muons. As shown in Fig. 1, the deduced static amplitude a in AuFe
s —~

increases towards the theoretical full amplitude a (a /y ^ 70 G) with decreasing
8temperature, while the dynamic part kept a fairly fast fluctuation v > 10 /sec.
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a reflects the random local fields slower than ^ 1 0 sec ( - 1/ a _ ) , ands . o

a /a corresponds to /Q_A of Edwards-Anderson order parameter Q_. [8] measured

with this time window. For the dilute limit c < 3 at.%, the full amplitude aQ is

linearly proportional to the impurity concentration c and to the effective Bohr

magneton g /S(S+1), and similarly, a is proportional to c and to the static

polarization P = /Q_a .

In ac-susceptibi1ity measurement, only the component of impurity moments

fluctuating faster than the measuring frequency can respond to the ac-driv?ng

field, so the onset of Q_A reduces the susceptibility below T as [3 ]

XCurie
(T} - C/1> *ac<T> = {1 " *EA(T)} *Curie<T)

where C is the Curie constant determined in the paramagnetic region, and the

Weiss temperature is assumed to be OK for simplicity. Here the static effect is

quadratically proportional to the static polarization P since the Curie-like

susceptibility is proportional to S(S+1). •

< 2Therefore, in Fig. 2, I compared (a/a) measured by ySR in AuFe to the
so - ~̂ ~

reduction of ac-susceptibi1ity {1 - x__(T)/xr . (T)} below T measured by
ac uu rie g *

Chikazawa et al. [1O] in the same specimen. The good agreement of both results
-2

indicates Q_. to be constant in time up to the ac-measuring time t i» 10 sec.

In the above argument, we have implicitly assumed that every impurity

moment has the same static polarization (uniform in amplitude, random in direction).

In the other extremum case where, for example, 10 spins out of 100 spins are

completely frozen (P=1 for these spins) but 90 spins are rapidly fluctuating with

P=0, both a Ja . and (l-x /xr • ) will be linearly proportional to the number of

frozen spins. So the good agreement of Fig. 2, obtained for the quadratic

comparison, excludes such a picture with large difference of P among different
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momnets, and supports the "mean-field like" picture with uniform P for every spin

below T .
9

Another important point is the wave-number (q) dependence of the spin

freezing phenomena, since ySR reflects the integrated contribution over q-space

as a point-like magnetic probe, while x measures the response for q=0. To study

this aspect, inelastic neutron scattering experiment has been carried out by Uemura

and Shapiro [11] at BNL Brookhaven, with \% CuMn (used in yjSR experiment) and 5%

CuMn.

The "elastic" component of scattering intensity I(q) at lower temperatures

(T < 0.5T ) was selected with the energy resolution r(HWHM) = 260 yeV, and a back-

ground of nuclear incoherent scattering was corrected by subtracting the data at

very high temperatures (T > 2.5T ); Fig. 3, thus yielded, represents the Fourier

pattern of frozen spins slower than 1.5 x 10 sec.

No q-dependence (except for Mn form factor), observed in 1^ CuMn, suggests

the spins to be frozen with really random direction in such low-concentration alloys,

providing a basis to our comparison of x (q30) to ySR.
3C

In contrast, a strong short-range ferromagnetic correlation was found in a

rather concentrated specimen of 5% CuMn. Such a q-dependence of 5% sample, however,

did not change much with different temperatures, and this explains the good agreement

of (a /a ) in AuFe obtained when we compare its temperature dependence [6] to the
s o —^

neutron spin echo measurement of Mezei and Murani [12] 'n another different

specimen of 5% CuMn.

In ref. 5 and ref. 6, I have also suggested that a static spin polarization,

uniform in amplitude but random in direction, can be induced by external magnetic

field above T , and this picture explains the field dependence of transverse-field

uSR [13] and NMR [j4j observed in dilute-alloy spin glasses above T , as well as
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the reduction of ac-susceptibility in finite external magnetic fields [15].

In this way, the comparison of uSR, x and neutron measurements is very

fruitful in studying detailed aspects of spin glasses. Further experiments of

ySR and neutrons are in.progress at TRIUHF and BNL.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1.

Static amplitude a of random local fields on y- in a spin glass AuFe

(1 at.fc, T = 9.IK) plotted versus temperature, a represents the

theoretical amplitude of random fields from fully polarized moments,

and a /a corresponds to Aj_. of Edwards-Anderson order parameter QpA«

Fig. 2.

)Comparison of static amplitude [a /a ) measured by ySR to the

reduction of ac-susceptibi1ity from Curie-like susceptibility

0 ~ x(T)/Xr • (T)) measured in the same'Au^Fe (1%) specimen.

Fig. 3.

Scattering intensity of "elastic" component from 1 and 5 at.% CuMn

observed in inelastic neutron scatting with the energy resolution

r(HWHM) = 260 peV. Incoherent scattering from Cu and Mn nuclei was

corrected by subtracting the data observed at very high temperatures

(T=30K for \%, T=60K for 5% specimen). This figure represents the

spacial correlation of spins slower than 'v 1.5 x 10 sec.

Measured by- Uemura and. Shapiro [11].
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